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AMERICAN ARACIMOLOCY is a newsletter for arachnologists of the Western Heat spore.
It is sponsored hy the American Arachnological Society and normally is issued
twice a year, in April and October. Both 1974 numbers (11 and 12) were several months
late.
The April 1975 number may not be issued, unless the editor receives enough
contributions to warren( it; we hope to be back on regular publishing schedule with
October 1975.
The production of AS is undergoing some changes. The first 10 numbers were
printed and distributed by John McCrone without cost to the Society. We would like
Without it we would never
to give John a big 111,511K YOU for this invaluable service.
in
have had a (semi) regular newsletter, nor probably an drachnological society.
serving arachnology in this capacity, John has probably not received proper credit
for his contribution, and we would like to acknowledge its importance. Thanks again,
John.
Ii should not be too surprising that this would not last forever, and now the
Nan Lawler at the Santa Barbara
society will partially underwrite the newsletter.
Museum of Natural History will help with production now, and the Department of Invertebrate Zoology there has offered to help with the distribution. AA 6 11 was
printed and mailed by Charles Dondale. We wish to give Charles a big THANK 90U also.
He was the founder of AS and edited the first 2 issues, and as such could probably
be called the "father of the ASS." Bea Vogel took over editing the newsletter in
1969, when Charles spent a sabbatical in France. (Bea is too modest—that's all she
says. But I believe we are all fully aware of how much we owe her, and how totally
inadequate 4 111ANK YON'. is.--N.L.)
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Back issues are still (so far) a bargain at $4.00 for Numbers 1-10, 50c for 011
or other single back issues. Orders should be sent to Non Lawler, 1753 Grand Avenue,
Santa Barbara, CA 93103.
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As the American Arachnological Society and Its official organ, the Journal of
Arachnology, enter their 3rd year of existence, the Journal has completed publication
of Volume 1 and is well into Vol. 2. Though it is apparently a few months behind
schedule, we are pleased with the quality of the Journal and, considering the vast
amount of work necessary to initiate such a production, feel that the Editor, Bob
Mitchell, has done a fine job in producing 4 numbers already. Bob complains that
address changes, retitle/Ms for back numbers, and lost mailings erode into his Journal
time. All efforts are being made to iron out these problems, which surely beset all
new publications. We wish to give Bob a hearty shout of THANKS for giving us a
publication that the Society can be proud of.

C. I.D. A.
The CENTRE INTERNATIONAL DE DOCUMENTATION ARACNNOLOCIQUE, 61, Rue de Ruffen,
Paris V, publishes an annual list of arachnological works of the world, fully referenced
and cross-indexed. This valuable bibliography is available to anyone interested upon
subscription. Formerly, the bibliography was distributed to anyone interested, whether
De not they paid. Rising costs have forced C.I.D.A. to discontinue this practice,
and it will now be sent only to those who pay.
ivory 3rd year CIDA publishes a list of the Araehnologists ox the world, and
cross-indexes their interests/research. CIDA Also sponsors the international arachnological congress every 3rd year (see also ',Meetings").
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subscription is $5 (US dollars) and may be paid by members of the American
Arachnological Society to the secretary when they pay ASS dues, or sent directly to
CIDA in Paris. 1975 subscription is payable now.

Past Meetings
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1 century science
why would you want to study taxorgomyl that', 1
i really dig bugs—we learned all ibout them in the 5th grade
what are they good for?
we don' t: give a degree in taxonomy —it's net experimental
i found a spider in my house last week so i smashed it
you're rather overspecialized —we're interested in an economic entomologist
this thesis is poorly written--it reads like a nature Study report
how can you be interested in hugs when people are starving to death?
how many times have you been bitten?
taxonomy is all right for amateurs hut we expect our students to engage in
serious research
hut what are they good for?
what was the amount of your grant last year?
we have a systematist—he has just published the Expected Phylogenetic
Relationships of the Coleoptera Based on an Electrophoretic Ao.tlysis
of Serum Proteins
who cares about the sex life of spiders —tell me sonmthing interesting like
how do whales copulate?
hug collecting is for panseys--give me a castAng rod and i'll show a
real man's sport
if you are not a limnologist how can you write environmental impact statements?
how many poisonous spiders are there?
yes we're looking for an invertebrate zoologist, hut we need a behavioral
physiologist
how can you study spiders--they give me the creeps
what are they good for?
we don't offer entomology —you have to go to ag school for that
i really dig the nature trip--ever try peyote?
we are sorry we cannot support your research —you failed to demonstrate its economic
importance
have you ever been bitten?
what are they good fort
the trouble with your work is that it's descriptive
if a tarantula bites you you'll die won't you?
where its at
who ever heard of spider watching —primates that
that's very interesting--how much footage did you shoot?
control
them
they'll
take
over
if we don't
but what are they good for?
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Section of the American Aracismrslsrgscunl Sun ely met in Lynchburg,
nn July Ii and August 1, 1974.

eaStorts

Ilse Lynchburg Chamber of Commerce billed it as a meeting of the American
Archaeological Society, but admi tted that Jim Cation, our host , collects spiders as
a hobby. When we turned up with nets and bottles instead of pans and shovels they
ignored as anyway, which is what we wanted. About 3.6 arachnologists attended, and
the general feeling was that the site, the facilities, and the discussions were
excel lent .
Lynchburg College provided cafeteria, dorms, and campsites, plus the gymnasium
for physical activities (those grad students plays mean game of voileyball!), and
transportation up tn amosansain gorge in the George Washington National Forest for
an af ternoon of collecting. (htr host provided a delicious watermelon feast on
Wednesday evening.
Seven papers were presented on systematics, including new work on Gnaphosa by
Norm Platnick, phylogeny of orb-weavers by Herb Levi, New World Pisauridae by Jim
Can to, Pacific Island spiders Sty Joe Realty, leg setae as indicators of instar in
Peuce I 1 a by Job', Randal 1 f ami 1 y i den t i f ca i on i n the Pseudoscorp i °nide by Bill
Muchmore, and the separation of two similar species of Leiobonum by Charles McGhee.
Also, Norm set up a neat demonstration of representatives of 13 unusual spider
f ami lies.
The half-day session on ecology and behavior featured Ben Jloul.der's energetics
study on forest-floor spiders at Oak Ridge. Jim Berry discussed the spiders of the
Florida Everglades, Karen Menders compared the spider fauna from two areas of an
alkaline bog in Ohio, and George Uetz tackled the problem of coexistence in a guild
of hunting spiders in a deciduous wood. Wayne Tolbert described mortality f actors
in Argiope trifasciata and A. aurantia, and some of the spiders' defences, in
Tennessee. G. B. Edwards showed us how to identify some eastern species of Phidippus
by color and habitat. Jerry Rovner brought us up-to-dale on the behavior of Lycosa
rabida, all acrobat that ties its prey to the waving foliage that is its habitat.
William Tietjen solidly challenged the hypothesis that male Lycosids react only to
non-airborne chemical sex stimul i. Peter Witt and two of his students covered new
work on web structure, drug studies, the performance by the Skylab Araneus, and the
beginnings of -sociality in web bitilders.--CHARLES DONDALE
WESTERN MEETINC

Brogel

The western Section met August 13-15 in ''the other Las Vegas"--Las Vegas, New
Mexico, a small, (Ad town full of old brick buildings with tall chimneys (a marvel In
those of us from Earthquake Country). The local newspaper, however, did nmnage to
bill us as the Araclmologicai Society. The meeting was hosted by Don laraie and
held at New Mexico Highlands University, where Don was teaching a summer course.
There were 39 people attending, though only 3 members of the executive committee,
so not much of a formal business meeting was held. Mel Thompson did present a f inance
report. A symposium on spider ecology wav held and seven papers presented. Mere
Was also a very popular photo salon featuring in particular many 10 x 14" color
photos of spiders by Murray Cragin.
Despi t e uncertain weather,
, a field trip to Gall m an Canyon was held on the
of t °ninon of 13 AligilSt. th e hanquot , held in a Las Vegas restaurant, pretty much
closed the mooting, as many wished ICI get an earl a start the folios-lag morning. A
'Shod core" of perhaps a dozen met for more informal tails an the morning of the 15th.
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with stuffed head of wild boar. We also stopped at some ancient burial sites,
hunebeds, marked by huge stones. By the time we reached Groeningen we had time
only to circle the market twice by bus, and then on for the rendezvous with the
ferry to the: Fresian Island of Schiermonnikeog.

1974 was also the year of the eth International Arac nological Congress
sponsored by CHM and hosted by Dr. Clips in Amsterdam.
INTERNATIONAL ARACHNOLOGICAL CONGRESS, April 22-30, 1974
An international arachnological congress has to Sc one of the most fabulous
of scientific meetings held in this world. rite experience was doubly enjoyable for
me since it was also my first visit to Europe. Primary was the thrill of meeting
colleagues with whom one has corresponded for a number of years, and being able
to spend hours discussing one's research. About I00 arachnologist, from all parts
rite meeting in Amsterdam,
of the world attended and the Dutch were superb hosts_
which lasted 4/
1
2 days, was wonderfully planned and organized; presentation of papers,
coffee breaks, meals, conversations, and entertainment—resulting in the usual
grumbles from the insatiable ',hat there wasn't enough free time to visit. rhe
organizing committee placed a "resting room" for the convenience of the congress
adjacent to the meeting room, in the Vrije (Free) University. Here coffee, orange
pop, beer, and gin were some of the conveniences available from 9 am until midnight
when the University closed. Most of the arachnology was discussed In the "resting
room."
I was housed in a family hotel some distance from the University. The hotel
was a converted house and very confertable. Breakfast included. By my usIml luck
with public transport, there was no direct way from the hotel In the University,
and after one or 2 transfers, depending on route chosen, the journey lasted half
an hour, just about 2 minutes less than it took to walk. However, the route crossed
2 canals, and I discovered one other arachnologist staying in the same Intel.
Despite a relatively small number of attendees, and 4 days of papers, there were
double sessions the last two days, bringing the inevitable problem of the 2 papers
you wanted most to hear being presented simultaneously. This problem was minimized,
however, by the superb organization, and absolute adherence to time schedule.
Well, it didn't solve the problem of simultaneous pacers, but it made it possible
to slip from one session to another between papers. Papers were given in 3 languages;
English, French, and German. Th is presented a slight difficulty for some of the
more chauvanistic--the English-speaking and French-speaking participants. I don't
omen to imply that there was any real language barrier, but did happen to note that
persons tended to group during coffee break according to language preference.
Thursday, April 25, was the social highlight of the meeting. At the end of
the afternoon session we walked a short distance to a waiting canal boat and were
taken on a tour of Amsterdam and harbor, complete with refreshment. At the end of
the canal ride we had again to walk to the student union for the banquet. For some
of us who had been refreshed with Dutch beer, the walk seemed endless. The banquet
was all a banquet should be--speeches, wine, several courses, and much good
fellowship.
Following the Congress WAS a 4-day excursion, which left the university steps
at 8 am promptly. We crossed Holland by bus, for the most part en back roads,
visiting some of the more interesting tourist places--Ihe town of Kampen: cigar
factories, buildings 6 or 7 centuries oId, and coffer, at the city tavern complete

The ferry ride across the Waddenzee took nearly an hour, and then we were again
carried by bus to our lodgings. Scare of us were lodged in the hoetl van der Werff,
a 200-year-old frame building decorated with tiles, blue willow china, and nmriners'
charts let, over from an extinct navigation school. The island is a large sand dune,
3 x 16 km, and on the lee 9ide, of course a polder (land enclosed by a dike). The
ecology department of the Vrije University operates a field station on the island.
For the next two days We studied the island, learned about its ecology, and of course
collected spiders.
Much time was devoted to discussions and conversations of arachnology. The
final day of the excursirm we boarded a chartered boat, crossed the Waddenzee, passed
through the locks of Ole dike which forms the Lauwerzee, crossed the Lauwerzee and
visited the polder. Herm Vlijm's group has been stadying colonization of new land,
because the polder is only 5 years old. We returned early that evening to Amsterdam,
just in time. to celebratn the queen's birthday. May 1st, labor day, is a holiday
Ihronglmnt Europe. In Holland, either they celebrate it on April 30th because it
Is the queen's birtl ay, or ceiebrate for 2 days; I wasn' t quite sure which because
I left Holland on May 1st and went to places where latter day was celebrated as
such.--BEA VOGEL

Future Meetings
I975
The American Aracknological Society will hold its first international meeting
in 1975, June 24-26 at Warrensburg, Missouri, close la the geographic center of North
America (well, calculate it by population density if it doesn't work out topographically). A special invitation is extended to members living outside the U.S., and to
non-mendmr araclmologists. There will also be a section of myriapodologists attending
the meeting. Central Missouri State College will make available moderately priced
food and lodging. While the deadline for submitting papers to be presented passed
I January, those who have not committed themselves to attending the meeting may still
do so if 'hey hurry. It whoutd be an exciting meeting, since it will be the first
of the Society as a whole. Inquiries may be addressed to Dr. W. B. Peck, Dept. of
Biology, Central Missouri State University, Warrensburg, MO 64093.
1976
The eastern Section of the MS will meet at Carbondale, Illinois, Joe Beatty
host. Details and date to be announced later.
The 1976 meeting place and date of the Western section have not been decided on.
The choice is between Albuquerque, New Mexico, and Portal, Arizona.
1977
The 7th International Congress of Arachno logy will meet in lme5er, England.
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Announcements
SPIDERS OF CONNECTICUT, by B. J. Easton is not Ott tot print. It can he
obtained by sending $6.00 to the Connecticut State Library, Hartford, Conn.
Indispensible to anyone in the eastern half of North Amen ca, useful to those
living on other parts of the continent.

In recent correspondence, Dr. Rovner pointed out an inconsistency in my
article, Notes on the behavior of Coleosoma floridanum Banks, J. Kansas Jbst. Soc.,
45: 275-281 (1972). In the 7th Tine under the heading "Mating Behavior," page
280, replace the word "opposite'. with "the same," and the Roman numeral "1" with
"III." In line 10, "ventor" should obviously be ''venter."--BRUCE CUTLER

In American Arachnology, #8, page 11, in my request for a male of Caddo
agilis, you noted that Comstock illustrates the male pal pus as having 1 spurs.
This is because Comstock, like everybody else who has worked on the group, never
bothered to check the sex of specimens properly. This species is actually
parthenogenetic and only a single male is known, collected some years ago by Ivie.
That single male has but one sthiarish spur on the palpus. This is due to sexual
dimorphism and not to an anomaly as you suggest. I expect to publish soon in
Journal of Arachnology.--WILLIAM A. SHEAR

Exchanges & Requests
I am a graduate student at Cornell University and am investigating prey
discrimination by Phidippus audax. However, I have encuuntRred some difficulty in
digging up recent data pertaining to this species. If anyone has material
(published or on) relating to this or any closely related species that they wotid
be willing to share, I would really appreciate hearing from you. Information
regarding habitat, life cycle, laboratory handling techniques, behavior, etc. would
be very welcome. I shall be more than happy to reinthurse you for any expenses
incurred on my behalf.
CAROL J. CANTRELL, 200 Lower Creek Rd. Apt. is, R. D. S 7, Ithaca, NY 14850

Our Institute is interested in studying about Scorpiology. We would gre.t ly
appreciate any kind of information you might send us, such as work on the topic,
or bibliographies related to the research of ecology and taxonomy generally. We
would also interchange samples of scorpions and solpugids. We can offer you various
species of South American scorpions of the group Bothriuridae and Buthidae and
solpugids of the group Annotrechidae. We thank you for whatever you may do to
encourage our work.
ING. VIRCILIO ROIG, Director, Inst. Arg. de Investigaciones de Zonas Aridas,
Mendoza, Argentina

I would like to issue a plea for information concerning the locations of any
centipede collections in North America, regardless of size or condition. I am certain that many members have gathered centipedes during their field work and have
deposited them in various institutions around the country. Unfortunately it is
a well
secret. I would welcome correspondence from anyone who has knowledge
of chilopod collections outside of the major museums. Any information concerning
size of collection, approximate geographic area covered, and extent of ithntification would he helpful.
GERALD SUMMERS,Illinois Natural History Survey, Natural Resources Bldg., Urbana,
Illinois 61601

EXCHANGES E. REQUESTS (Con.°
I would like to correspond with someone working in the systenmtics of
erigonines. I have a number of specimens of species previously reported from
Single diStant localities, or from single individuals, which should probably be
looked at. (e.g., a male Phlattothrata from Manitoba; the only specimen noted by
Bishop 6. Crosby was from Mt. Desert, Maine.)
RICHARD T. CARTER, Dept. of Anthropology, Univ. of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Manitoba
131 2N2 Canada

Have you seen the tiny (1-2 mm) parasitic wasps (Scclionidae) that develop
witirin i
eggs of spiders? Following up an observation by Or. E. Schlinger
that the female parasite, ride for a time on the egg sacs of hunting spiders, Or.
Lubomir Masner is seeking mote such observations toward a taxonomic revision of
the insects involved. The female parasite may also ride on the body of the spider
prior to egg sac construction. Dr. Masner, in return for observations and supporting
material, will provide identifications of the scelionids. Contact:
DR. LUBOM1R MASSER, Biosystematics Research Institute, Research Branch, Agriculture
Canada, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1A 006

Recent Death
Arthur Merton Chickering died on 24 May 1974 at the age of 87. He was born
in Vermont 23 March 1887. He received his bachelor's degree from Yale in 1913 and
his PhD from the University of Michigan in 1927. He became a professor of biology
at Albion College, Albion, Michigan, and taught there until he retired (I believe
around 1962--B.V.). He then moved to Boston and continued his research in facilities
provided by MCZ. About two years ago ill health finally forced him to retire from
research and he returned to his native Vermont. Dr. Chickening's research spanned
more than 5() years and covered a variety of subjects including Michigan spiders,
spiders of Central and South America and the West Indies, the family Oonopidae, and
various genera of the family Argiopidae. Some of his reprints are still available
from the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University.

(cont from p. 11)
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BOOK REVIEWS (Cots' t)

Book Reviews

an uncontrollable belly-laugh when L think of that SaltAcid on the cover. As Don
said, shaking his head in wonder, wit's an incredible booklIL-CHARLES DONDALE

NEW ZEALAND SPIDERS--AN INTRODUCTION
By R.R. Forster and L.M. Forster
1973. Collins Bros. & Co., Ltd., Auckland and London.
164 black 6, white photos or drawings.i 5.80 (Classey)

254 pp

1 32 Col. Photos,

This is not a handbook in the usual sense (lack of keys, few specific characters illustratod, no glossary of terms), but it will surely achieve one of the handbook's aims, viz., to kindle the urge to go out and collect and study spiders.
Furthermore, in writing it the Forsters have had to face the ambivalence of either
going ahead knowing that the taxonomic nomenclature may soon be out of date, or
waiting (perhaps too long) until the revisionary work is done. They have gone ahead,
even though at their estimate "barely one quarter of the two thousand or more species"
in New Zealand have been described. AL the same time, a vigorous program of rein being pursued separately, four volumes of which are already published.
The book is organized along the lines of Certsch's American Spiders. A
preliminary section (50 pages) deals With generalities of anatomy and behaviour,
plus a brief consideration of the New Zealand mites, harvestmen, and false scorpions.
The bulk of the book (181 pages) is a succinct, exciting account of the 30 families
and the common New Zealand species of spiders. Some groups, e.g., Orsinome,
Tetragnatha, Celaenia, are discussed at generic level. One of the more interesting
groups is the gymphytognathidae, a family of tiny (up to 1 mm) spiders that spin
among the liverworts on the forest floor or OA tree trunks, habiturs occupied in
the Northern Hemisphere by the Erigonidae. The blogeographically important
Archaeidae are represented, and so are the trapdoor spiders, the Gradungulidae, and
the Amaurobioididae, all of special interest in some way. Mere is a chapter at the
end on poisonous spiders, and one on collecting and curating. The colour photographs scattered liberally through the text are really beautiful and also useful.
The bibliography is rather scrimpy, the index good.
This book is a credit to the Forsters and to the profession, and it will_
certainly bring pleasure and satisfaction to amateurs and professionals alike.
--CHARLES DONDALE

SPIDERS OF THE UNITED STATES
By Richard Headstrom
1973. A.S. Barnes and Company, South Brunswick, New York, and Thomas Yoseloff Ltd.,
London. 267 pp. $9.50
3.50)
I saw this book at the British Museum (Natural History) in London. Don
McFarlane had picked it up as a curiosity at a second-hand bookshop for half price,
and was presenting it to the Museum library. Don, Fred Wanless, and I looked it
over together.
It is, in our opinion, an unmitigated disaster. Perhaps Headstrom was encouraged
by Dover's republication of Emerton's old book on the common spiders of the U.S. In
any case, he certainly avoided contact with any modern arachnologist. What arachnology needs is more hooks that improve the image of the field and lift the study of
spiders out of the bizarre. To do this a writer can either master the field himself
or skim what others have written. Headstron) opts for the latter, and his book is a
downer, all the way. It is little more than a crude compendium of nut-dated
descriptions, and the drawings some
from a kindergarten.
Is the author a bored businessman, or is he a scientist making a bad jokes
The jacket of the book claims he's written 14 books and 2500 essays and articles,
and that he trained at M.I.T. and Harvard. I don't believe any of this, not is
''naturalist, author, and artist" a credible description of him. I still experience

Arachnologists
ADDRESS CHANGES, January 1975 (to supercede addresses and spellings published in
Al, Nos. 10 & 11)
ALLEN, Terry M.
5209 N. Fresno #103
Fresno, CA 93710
ASPEY, Dr. Wayne P.
Dept. of Neurobiology
The Marine Biomedical Institute
The Univ. of Texas lleilihal Branch
200 University Blvd.
Galveston, Texas 77550
AYREY, Richard F.
1437 W. Prince Rd.
Tucson, Arizona 85705
BRIGGS, Carey (DELE1T,
no forwarding address given)
BUSKIRK, Ruth
Neurobiology & Behavior
Langmuir Lab, Cornell Univ.
Ithaca, NY 14850
OILER, Jim
917 5 First Street
W. Lafayette, Indiana
COLLINS, Daniel R.
500 West Prospect
North Aggie 1-C
Fort Collins, Colo.

47906

KASTON, B. J.
Dept. of Zoology
California State Univ., S.D.
5402 College Ave.
San Diego, CA 92115
KILLEBREW, Don W.
818 Vine St.
Bryan TX 77801
KNOST, Susan J.
1717 Starbrook Dr.
Charlotte, N.C. 28210
KRONESTEDT, T.
Naterhistoriska Rijksmuseei
Pack S-105
Stockholm 50, Sweden
LEE, Vincent F.
Calif. Academy of Sciences
Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, CA 94118
LEECH, Robin
1231 Cobden Rd.
Ottawa 5, Ontario, Canada
LUTZ, C. W. (in AA CO --DELETE,
see UTEZ, G.W.)

80521

EDWARDS, Glavis B., Jr.
Dept. of Entomology
Univ. of Florida
Gainesville, Fla. 32611
FLOYD: Linda FLOYD TOKEN
1620 Notre Dame Ave.
Belmont, CA 94002
HUGHES, Stephen E.
Dept. of Zoology, Univ. of Ma
Morrill Science Center
Amherst, Mass. 01002
ICENOGLE, Wendell R.
32631 Grand Ave.
WiAChCSICV,
CA 92396
JILLSON, Raymond R.
6566 Elder St.
Los Angeles, CA 90042

MENDERS, Karen Hebar-Menders
Rithgasse 17/3
A-I1 go Wien
Austria

MON1TLEONE-RUNHOLT, Muriel
RE. 2
Marshall, Minn. 56258
MULLEN, Gary R.
110 Conestoga Rd.
Pittsburgh, PA 15104
PARKER, W. S.
Dept. of Biol. Sciences
Mississippi Univ. for Woman
Columbus, (Mss. 19701
QUINTERO, Diomedes
Escucla de Biologie
Universidad de Panama
Estafetia Universitaria
Panama, Panama
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RICIWA, David
Dept. of Zoology
Univ. of Florida
Gainesville, Fla.

LUCAS, Ken
720 Bradford Way
Pacifica, CA 94044

CAD?, Craig
508 Somerset Dr.
Green Bay, Wis. 54301
32601

SHEAR, William
Biology Dept.
Hanpden-Sydney College
Hampden-Sydney, VA 23943
SDOLES, Owen
314 Roberts Hall
Cornell Univ.
Ithaca, NY 14850
SOARES, Belie E. M.
FCMBB, Caixa Postal 103
18.610 Rubiao Junior
Sao Paulo, Brazil
STELNICKI, Thomas D.
R-R
1-29 Fival Ranches
New Port Richey, Na. 33552
STOWE, Mark
University Halls, Room 3323X
Cornell Univ.
Ithaca, NY 14583
van WINGERDEN, Walter K.R.E.
Dept. of Ecology
Vrije Universitet
De Boelelaan 1087
Amsterdam, Netherlands
WISE, David H.
Dept. of Biology
Univ. of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131
YEARGAN, Kenneth
1248 A Centre Parkway
Lexington, KY 40502

CAMERON, H. D.
2048 Charlton
Ann Arbor, Mich.

de Is LUZ ZAMUDIO, V. Maria
Escuela Nacional de Ciencias
Biologicas I.P.N.
Amazonas 21
Mexico 5, D.E., Mexico

49103

CANTRELL, Carol J.
200 Lower Creek Rd.
R.D. No. 7, Apt. 65
Ithaca, NY 14850

AGUILAR, Pedro G.
Universidad Nacional Agraria
Apartado 456, La Molina
Lima, Peru

TONGIORG1, Paolo
Institute de Zoologia
Via dell'Universita 4
41100 MODENA, Italy

MADD1SON, Wayne
4108 Apple Valley Lane
Burlington, Ontaria 1.7L 162, Canada

WEYGOLDT, P.
Zoologisches Insti tut der Universitet
KaLharinenstr 20
78 FREIBURG in Breisgau, Germany

CARPENTER, Ronald
57 Footscray Rd.
Elthan, London SE9
England

MATLACK, Martin G.
1511 Roma N. E.
Albuquerque, NM 87106

DflATMOUGH, George W.
"Lindens" Cibralter Hill
Lincoln County 111 31W, England

CODDINGTON, Jonathan
615 Central Ave.
New Haven, Conn. 06515

MERRELL, Peter
Fyrzbrook Research Station
Wareham Dorset BH20 5AS, England

GOLDFARD, Iris Linda
Dept. of Biology, City College
138 St. Convent Ave.
New York, NY 10031

MESKILL, Judith
22 Maplewood Dr.
Livingston, NJ 07039

YONEDA, Hiromus
Laboratory of Biology
Loin High School
1 - 1 -chome Touohara-cho
Wakayama-shi, Japan

GWYNNE, Darryl T.
Dept. of Zoology & Entomology
Colo. State Univ.
Fort Collins, Colo. 80521
REISS, John S.
Dept. of Entomology
Univ. of Arkansas
Fayetteville, Ark. 72701
HORTON, Charles
Zoology Dept., Univ. of
Morrill Science Center
Amherst, Mass 01002
HUNTER, Michael
218 M. Duval #3
Tallahassee, Fla.

Mass.

32301

NEW MEMBERS (AAS or AA)
ABRAMS, Barbara
415 West Johnson St., Apt. 230
Madison, Wisc. 53703

SWEET, Ray A.
Pope John Sec. School, Box 370
Koferidua, Ghana, West Africa

MINCH, Edwin W.
Arizona State Univ.
L.S.C. 226. Dept. of Zoology
Tempe, Ariz. 85281

NELSON, Sigurd, Jr.
Dept. of Zoology
State Univ. of New York
Oswego, NY 131.26

MOULDER, Bennett C.
Biology Dept.
Illinois College
Jacksonville, III. 62650

WALDORF, Elizabeth
2625 July St.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana

OEHLER, Charles
Cincinnati Mus. Nat. Hist.
1720 Gilbert Ave.
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202
PROSZYNSKI, J.
Zaklad Biologii
U.S.N. ul Prusa 12
08100 Siedlce, Poland

LEGG, Gerald
Dept. of Zoology
Fourah Bay College
Univ. of Sierra Leon
Freetown, Sierra Leon, West Africa

RAPP, William F.
430 Ivy Ave.
Crete, Neb. 68333

LEWIS, Jerry
316 W. Jackson, f/4
Carbon dale, Illinois

BURGESS, J. Wesley
Shreve Hall, Purdue Univ.
W. Lafayette, Indiana 47906

LOIN, Charles, Jr.
Biology Dept., Calif. State Univ.
6101 E. 7th Street
Long Beach, CA 90840

87 Ag Bldg

MOODY, James V.
Ent. Sec. Agr. Bldg.
Texas Tech Univ.
Ltdhbock, 11 79409

KEEGAN, Col. Hugh L.
Dept. of Preventive Medicine
Univ. of Miss. Medical Center
Jackson, Mississippi 39216

BREEDLOW, Cynthia H.
Dept. of Biology UMC 53
Utah State Univ.
Logan, Utah 84321

ZEPP, Donald B.
Dept. of Entomology,
University of Missour
Columbia, kM 65201

SAARISTO, M. I.
Dept. of Zoology
Univ. of Torku
20500 TURKU 50, Finland

70808

INSTITUTIONS
CHANCES:
Univ. of New Mexico
Zimmerman Libraries (CANCELLED)
Brunswiker Universi tats
Buchhandlung Ernst George Jarchow
23 KEIL Brunswikerstr 23-25
Western Germany
(formerly ZOOLOGISGHS
Inst. der Universitet, Hegewischstr)
NEW:
Albert R. Mann Library
NY College of Agric. & Life Sciences
Human Ecology
Ithaca, NY

62901
SCHAEFFER, M.
Zoologisches Institut der Universitet
23 Kiel Hegewisubstf
W. Germany

Cornell College of Agricul
Ithaca, NY 14850
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MORE NAMES...
SUBSCRIPTIONS

CHANGES
HOLMBERG, R. G.
Athabasca Univ.
14515-122 Ave.
Edmonton, Alberta
Canada 15L 2W4

SOLEGLAD, Michael E.
1502 Dupont Dr.
Lemon Grove, CA 92045

The British Arachnological Society and the American Arachnological Society have
reached a reciprocal agreement for the collection of subscriptions from those
members they share in common.
Present American members of BAS and AAS, if they so wish, can pay their
BAS subscription to the Secretary of ANS. One cheque for $16.00 (HAS,
$6.00; PAS, $10.00) will cover both renewals for 1975.

NEW
ALBERTI, Dr. Giorgio
Museo Civic° Di Storia Maturate
Piazza A. Horde 4
34123 Trieste, Italy

HOLM, Dr. Ake
Zoological institute
Box 561
751 22 UPPSALA, Sweden

BIFFIN, Edward H.
8 Orchard Row, Church Road
Grafham, Huntingdon
PE 18 OBD England

KRAUS, Prof. Dr. O.
Zoologisches Staatinscirut Un Zoologisches
Von Belle Park lo
2000 Hamburg 13, W. Germany

CHOC, George A.
Rt. 6 Box 89
Duluth, Minn. 55804

VLIJM, Prof. Dr. L.
131ologisch Labatorium
Vrtje Universiteit
De Boelelaan 1087
Amsterdam, Holland

Present British and European members of BAS and MS, if they so wish,
can pay their AAS subscription to the Honorary Treasurer of OAS. One
cheque for £6.30 (AAS,14.30; BAS, £2.00) will cover both renewals for 1975.
Present members of RAS, who wish to join AAS, can do so by completing
an application form (obtainable from the Honorary Treasurer of BAN) and
returning it together with £4.30 to the Honorary Treasurer, SAS.
Present members of SAS, who wish to join BAS, can do so by completing
an application form (obtainable from the Secretary of AAS) and returning
it together with $6.00 to the Secretary, AAS.
Back issues of the AAS Journal are $10.00 per volume.
Under these new arrangements unpaid members of OAS will not receive Vol. 3(4),
due for dispatch in April, or subsequent publications until their 1975
subscription is paid.

INSTITUTIONS
Laboratory Services
Plant Industry
Dept. of Food 6 Agriculture
Sacramento, CA 95805

1975

Vale University
New Haven, Conn. 06520

Cheques should be made payable, as appropriate, to either the British
Arachnological Society or the American Arachnological Society.
DR. PETER D. GARBUTT
Honorary Treasurer,
British Arachnological Society
c/o Department of Zoology
The University
MANCHESTER M13 9PL
United Kingdom

MEL E. THOMPSON
Secretary-Treasurer,
American Arachnological Society
c/o Whittier Narrows Nature Center
1000 N. Durfee Avenue
South El Monte, Calif. 91733

